
performance lightwind



The Infinity uniquely blends a classic twin-tip 
freeride feeling with impressive light wind 
performance making riding in a breeze more 
exciting and progressive.

Alive with speed and maneuverability, the Infinity 
redefines what we think of as a light wind board. 



hybrid Biax 
Fiberglass and
UD Carbon Beam
The third version of the Infinity features a new hybrid 

Biax Fiberglass and UD Carbon Beam layup. 

This new construction reduces weight, increases flex 
at the tips and increases response from the center of 
the board, making for a smoother ride in chop with 

improved comfort in landings and carving turns.



HYBRID FREERIDE-LIGHT WIND OUTLINE
It is livelier, lighter and smaller than other light wind specific boards – the Infinity motivates progression! It has range too; as 
the wind increases the Infinity remains smooth and controllable to ride thanks to its unique hybrid freeride-light wind outline.



CONTINUOUS BOARD SPEED
The double concave bottom shape going flat towards channeled tips and optimized rocker line provides early planning, 

continuous board speed through lulls and impressive upwind performance.



OFF CENTERED INSERTS
Off centred inserts relieve stress on ankles while edging to ride upwind, this also allows for an easy load and pop in light breezes.



TEAR IT UP!
Ideally suited for twin-tip riders who want simply 
to cruise, freeriders searching for high end light 

wind performance, all the way to freestyle addicts 
aspiring to throw unhooked tricks in a breeze.

Don’t find yourself sitting in desperation on the beach, 
take the Infinity and tear it up!



footpads and 
straps v2

Having comfortable footpads and straps can be 
the difference between a good session and a bad 
one. Our V2 design provides the ultimate balance 

between performance and comfort to keep the 
good sessions rolling!

Our foot straps are ergonomically designed featuring 
Ultralon Performance Foam® and plush neoprene for 

the ultimate in comfort and control while providing 
a precise fit. Ultralon foam has an exceptional 

resistance to packing out, it doesn’t compress over 
time and has an outstanding formability enabling 

anatomical adaptation. Combined with the quick and 
easy velcro size adjustment, the strap provides a snug 

fit to all foot shapes and sizes or wetsuit booties.

We have designed our footpads to provide superior 
comfort, adaptability and strength. The multi-density 

foam pads combine a shock absorption base layer 
and a higher density top layer with precise contouring 

and texture for increased traction to keep your feet 
comfortably locked in. The baseplate is built strong 

with nine strap positions and five stance angle 
options allowing for uncompromised adaptability. 



bio-based
epoxy resin

Latest innovations in bio-based chemistry have 
allowed us to use a new epoxy resin which has 35% 
of its molecular structure derived from plant origin.



A-grade
Paulownia Core

The premium A-grade Paulownia core provides 
ultimate flex characteristics, amazing strength, and 

reduced weight.
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Range of Use:

Suggested Size &  
Rider Weight Range:
SIZE WEIGHT

144 X 47 CM 65KG+

148 X 48 CM 80KG+

 

SIZE AND WEIGHT RANGE IS INDICATIVE ONLY BASED 

ON NORMAL RIDING CONDITIONS. ACTUAL RANGE WILL 

VARY BASED ON RIDER PREFERENCE, SKILL LEVEL AND 

STRENGTH OF WIND.




